TIRE & WHEEL PROTECTION

BMW ULTIMATE PROTECTION
TIRE & WHEEL PROTECTION
WITH OPTIONAL COSMETIC COVERAGE

We offer BMW Tire & Wheel Protection because the parts of your vehicle that touch the road are far too important to overlook. If your tires or wheels are ever damaged due to road hazards such as metal, nails, glass, debris, or potholes, we will replace them for up to seven (7) years. Optional Cosmetic Coverage also offers you the additional coverage of cosmetic wheel repair, so your new vehicle can continue to look its best for years to come. We’ll keep the unexpected less expensive and help keep you on the road.

TIRE & WHEEL PROTECTION BENEFITS:

- Replacement of a tire if structurally damaged due to a covered road hazard (includes tires with run-flat technology). Tires are never plugged or patched.

- Replacement of a wheel if road hazard damage prevents the wheel from sealing to the tire or maintaining the vehicle manufacturer’s air pressure specifications.

- Coverage of approved costs associated with the replacement of the tires and/or wheels, including labor charges, mounting, balancing, valve stems, tire disposal, and taxes.
- Replacement using OEM or OEM-approved tires and parts during the Agreement term, if they meet the manufacturer’s size specifications.
- Reimbursement of towing expenses in the event of covered road hazard damage, up to $100 per occurrence.
- No deductible if purchased as part of a protection package. If purchased as an individual product, a $50 deductible will be applied per replacement claim, regardless of how many tires and/or wheels are being replaced at that time.
- No mileage limitations.

**OPTIONAL COSMETIC COVERAGE ADDS:**
- Cosmetic wheel repair for damage such as nicks and scrapes.¹
- Cosmetic wheel repair is limited to a total of eight (8) individual wheel repairs during the Agreement term if purchased as part of a protection package. If purchased as an individual product, cosmetic wheel repair is limited to a total of four (4) individual wheel repairs.
- No deductible for cosmetic repairs.

**COVERAGE EXCLUSIONS MAY APPLY:**²
- Damage to tires with less than 3/32” tread depth at the lowest point on the tire at the time damage occurs.
- Cosmetic damage to tires.
- Cosmetic damage to chrome wheels and/or chrome-clad wheels, even if Optional Cosmetic Coverage is purchased.
- Damage caused by vandalism.
- Repairs/replacements made without prior authorization.
- Damage caused by road conditions (such as uneven lanes or metal plates) found in construction zones or construction sites.
- Failures due to normal wear and tear, improper wear or dry rot.

**Tire & Wheel Protection with Optional Cosmetic Coverage is available only at the time of vehicle purchase as part of a Multi-Coverage Protection option or as a stand-alone product.**

---

¹ Tires and wheels will be replaced using original equipment manufacturer (OEM) or OEM-approved parts.
² Cosmetic wheel repair is limited to sanding, painting, or refinishing the wheel without the need to apply additional material or bend/straighten the wheel.
³ Additional exclusions may apply. Please see your Agreement for specific coverage details, including limitations and exclusions.
BMW Ultimate Protection Tire & Wheel Protection with Optional Cosmetic Coverage is optional and is not insurance. All transactions related to BMW Ultimate Protection Tire & Wheel Protection with Optional Cosmetic Coverage are governed solely by the provisions of the BMW Ultimate Protection Multi-Coverage Protection ("Agreement"). This document provides general information about BMW Ultimate Protection Tire & Wheel Protection and should not be solely relied upon when purchasing coverage. Please refer to the Agreement for details of terms, conditions, and specific coverage details, including limitations and exclusions. Coverage may vary by state. Not all vehicle models may be eligible for coverage. Please see your Retailer for more information.

The Administrator/Obligor of Tire & Wheel Protection with Optional Cosmetic Coverage is Safe-Guard Products International, LLC, Two Concourse Parkway, Suite 500, Atlanta, GA 30328, 1 (844) 245-1269, except in Oklahoma where the Obligor is Safe-Guard Warranty Corporation, and in Washington where the Obligor is National Product Care Company, 175 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, IL 60604. In Florida the Administrator/Obligor of Tire & Wheel Protection with Optional Cosmetic Coverage is Safe-Guard Warranty Corporation, Florida License Number 60126, Two Concourse Parkway, Suite 500, Atlanta, GA 30328.
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